Professional writings and conference papers (alphabetically by title)

Box 1


“American’s need to define integrity, ethic and character.” Letter to the editor of the *Tulsa Beacon*, 1 Oct 2015.


“The Effect of Knowledge of Results on Worker Productivity.” Digest presented to the faculty of the graduate school of Saint Louis University in partial fulfillment of the requirement for the degree of Master of Science in Commerce. 1967. Mimeograph typescript, 50p.


“Finishing the Game with Courage.” Article regarding R.H. Migliore, his health at age 76 (opposite page is an announcement of the publication of 9 new books by Migliore), appearing in *Community Spirit* Magazine, Spring 2016.

“Harris, Migliore: Look out below!” Article by John K. Harris and R.H. Migliore, appearing in The Journal Record, 1 Sept 2015.


“Here’s Henry! ORU’s business dean successfully manages a daily television show.” Photocopy of an article appearing in Communique, Spring 1986.


“Integrity and Business.” Photocopy of a commentary appearing in Business and Society Review, Fall 1979, No. 31.

“Is Whistle-Blowing the Same as Informing?” Photocopy of the first page only of an article, contributed to by several authors including R.H. Migliore, appearing in *Business and Society Review*, No. 39, Fall 1981.


“Management by Objective.” Video. Oklahoma News Report; Rex Daugherty, reporting. Undated. (VHS 26 located on shelf)


“Managing for Success Strategic Planning Series. A 30-minute television program dedicated to helping you to be successful in your life and on the job.” Version 1: Synopsis and unit summary, 13p.
“Managing for Success Strategic Planning Series. A 30-minute television program dedicated to helping you to be successful in your life and on the job.” Version 2: Synopsis and unit summary, 26p.


“MBO & ZBB. Rebuilding from the bottom up.” Photocopy of an article, the 3rd in a series, appearing in Management World, Mar 1980.


“Mexican Corporate Culture and Results of Corporate Culture Survey of Mexican Executives.” Photocopy of a paper, undated.


“Migliore: Time to Turn Education Back to the States.” Photocopy of an article appearing in The Journal Record, undated.

“Migliore: Time to wake up, America.” Article by R.H. Migliore, appearing in The Journal Record, 1 Sept 2015.

Box 2

“Minister Says Structured Management System Helps Keep Church on Track.” Photocopy of an article appearing in The Tulsa Tribune, 8 Sept 1979.

“My reflections on July 4th and 2100.” Photocopy of an article, appearing in an unidentified source, circa 2009.


“Planeacion y Direccion Estrategica.” “Strategic Long-Range Planning for Mexican Business.” Photocopy of a class or presentation, originally housed in a 3-ring binder. Includes a photocopy of “Culture: How to Understand It, Measure and Manage” and “Plan Eacion Empresarial en Mexico para el Nuevo mileneo”.


“Prophetic Business Conference.”
Christian International, Atlanta, GA. Incomplete date. (AC 1-8 located on shelf)

“Business Management” session. (AC 1-2 located on shelf)
“Common Sense Management” session. (AC 3-4 located on shelf)

“Personal and Family Life” session. (AC 5-8 located on shelf)
“Church and Ministries” session.  (AC 7-8 located on shelf)


“Some Things Are More Stupid Than Others!” Photocopy of an article appearing in unidentified newspaper, undated.


“Strategic Long-Range Planning: Managing for Success”
Videotaped lecture series.  1993.  (VHS 1-14 located on shelf)

Videotape marked “Original”.  1993.  (VHS 15 located on shelf)

Videotape of master, 6 Nov 1987.  (VHS 16 located on shelf)

Videotapes of sessions titled, “Business Management” and “Common Sense Management”.  (VHS 17-18 located on shelf)

Videotape of sessions titled, “Personal and Family Life”.  (VHS 21-22 located on shelf)

Videotape of session titled, “Churches and Ministries”.  (VHS 23-24 located on shelf)

Strategic Planning and Management for the New Millennium. Spiral-bound. 2000. (Located on shelf)
Strategic Planning and Strategy for the New Millennium. Self-published, spiral-bound, 389p. 2014. (Located on shelf)

“Strategic Planning and Time as a Consideration in the Development of the Production Plan.” Abstract excised from Production and Operations Management Society three annual meetings, Oct 1992.


“TQM; Fad or Fixture?” Photocopy of an article appearing in The Quality Observer, Nov 1993.


“Where is the course of the United States headed in ’16?” Photocopy of a commentary appearing in an unidentified newspaper, circa 2016.


Vitae. Photocopy of Migliore’s professional vitae, 41p.

Ephemera
“Citation of Congratulations.” Photocopy of a State of Oklahoma Legislature citation, signed by State Senator Kevin L. Matthews. Undated.


Book publication announcements excised from various business magazines.

Management Development Seminars Continuing Education. University of Calgary. Unused letterhead, 3 sheets.

Personal papers


“Daniel Migliore proudly displays the prize....” Photo appearing in *Oklahoma Game and Fish*, Nov 1989.


“If it’s Summertime, it’s Time for Alaska.” Article appearing in “Around Town” in the *Jenks Journal*, 12 Jun 2003.


“Fishing with the ‘Amigos’ is Never Boring.” Article appearing in *Collinsville News Neighbors*, 20 Aug 2008. An additional copy includes color snapshots stapled onto the article.


“The Great Alaskan.” Article excised from an unknown source, undated.

“Midday.” Video recording of a KJRH Channel 2 interview, undated. (VHS 27 located on shelf)


Color photo-reproduction of a Thanksgiving greeting featuring R.H. Migliore and his wife pictured with horses and rifle.


Photocopy of a photograph featuring R.H. Migliore standing alongside a miniature oil derrick and "driller".